
 
 

Summer 1and 2: ID  

Creative Curriculum  
During this term, children will be covering the following genres: biography 

and discussion. Children will look at role models in society to create a 
biography of someone who has influenced their life, followed by writing a 

discussion piece to explore the idea ‘Should organ donation be made 
compulsory?’ 

 At Home: Practise spellings sent home, read a range of fiction and non-
fiction texts as well as reading newspaper discussion pieces and consider 

the way the writer engages the reader. 

 
PSHEC 

As part of PSHEC this half term, children will be learning about the 
importance of juvenile justice and how children are considered under 
British Law. For Health Education, we will look at the use of chemicals 

within the food industry and explore their effects on our bodies. We will 
continue to explore topical issues in our Votes for  

Schools assemblies each week. 
At Home: Explore current issues in the news. 

 

Maths 
Over this term, children will be using their mathematical knowledge to problem solve 
and complete projects which will develop their business enterprise skills. The children 
will cost and budget for products they will create, as well as measuring and building 

packaging using nets.  
 At home: Continue to practice rapid recall and times tables regularly including the four 
operations and support children in recalling multiplication and corresponding division 

facts. 
 

History/Geography  

Within History lessons, children will develop an overview of the history and future of 
Birmingham. Children will research and explore current topical issues such as: HS2, 

Changes with the City Centre, the Commonwealth games. They will write a non-
chronological report addressing some of these issues. They will also be asked to 

produce a timeline of their family history. For Geography, Children will use the VR to 
explore local landmarks, tourist sights and attractions within the City Centre which they 
will then use to produce a leaflet. They will also develop map skills by using software to 

map the local area.  
At Home: Practise writing in hieroglyphics. Challenge a friend or family member to work 

out what you have written. 

Science 
Children will be developing their understanding of the human 
body. They will be learning about Charles Darwin's Theory of 
Evolution as well as investigating how qualities are inherited 

in humans. During the CSI workshop, children will look at 
methods of collecting DNA and understand how this is unique 

to every living thing. 
At Home: Children to identify similarities and differences 

between family members. Who do they resemble the most? 
Identify inherited and acquired traits. 

 

Music 
In Music this half term, children will explore a variety of 

composers and comment on how music reflects different 
meanings. Children will be given the opportunity to explore 
their musical likes and dislikes as well as talk about how it 

related to their personal identity. At Home: Encourage your 
child to explain the different skills they are learning. 

Computing 
We are Digital Citizens - In this unit, children will develop confidence in 

responding to unfamiliar online safety scenarios, in preparation for moving 
on to secondary education. Children will be presented with three 

unfamiliar online safety scenarios and have to develop an appropriate 
response to each. Skills will involve: Adding images to blog posts and 

inserting audio or video clips from another website into a blog using the 
embed code.  

At Home: Encourage children to apply their computing skills, such as using 
the different Microsoft applications, to help their understanding of the 

functions as this will develop their confidence. 

 
Art/DT 

During their Art and Design Technology lessons, children will be using a range of 
materials to create items that make statements about their personality, as well as 

researching artists who use their personal identity to influence their work. Children will 
be researching, planning and designing how to make models of themselves using 

textiles, and finally assembling the item using technical approaches.  
At Home: Discuss with your child the skills they are learning. Encourage children to look 

up different ranges of fingerprints and discuss differences between them. 

  
RMSE 

As part of our Discovery RMSE curriculum, Year 6 will be 
investigating the question ‘Does belief in Akhirah (life after 

death) help Muslims lead better lives?’ For this investigation, 
we will be learning that the concept of Greater Jihad (inner 
conflict) can be interpreted differently leading to different 

actions and consequences.  
At home: Discuss with children how all actions have 

consequences and how we must think carefully about the 
choices we make. 

PE 
In PE, this term Year 6 will be taking part in either rounders, tennis and 

athletic. Please practising their catching, throwing and fielding skills. 
At Home: Practise skills and read around the activity that your child is 

learning this half term 
 

Homework 
Homework will be set weekly on Purple Mash every Thursday. Subjects include Maths, 

Reading and Topic, which will be due on Tuesday. Spellings will be given out for the 
whole half-term to allow extra time to practise and this is located in your child’s 

planner. Spelling tests will take place weekly consisting of the spellings of that week. 
Children continuing to use paper copies will receive the same subjects and must return 

their homework books to their class teacher by Tuesday. 
Children can change their home reader book as soon as they finish it. We encourage all 
of our parents to let us know how well your child is reading at home. Please regularly 

write comments in your child’s Planner. 
 
. 

Key Dates 
Crime Scene Investigation Day – Thursday 25th May 2022 
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What your child is learning this half term?  

http://www.adderleyprimary.co.uk/
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